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OF THE UNITED STATES

Space Transportation System:
Past, Present, Future

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Department of Defense

This report examines the status of 4NASA's
space shuttle development program, its pro-
posed policy on charges to those who use
these facili.::s, and several options available
to the Congress on the question of production
of orbiters in fiscal year 1978.

The Congress should assess the advantages and
disadvantages of starting the production of a
third orbiter in fiscal year 1978 and of delay-
ing funding of the remaining two proposed
orbiters.
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'~2 COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. D.C. no4

B-183134

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report describes the technical problems the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration has encountered
in developing the Space Transportation System. It recommends
that the Congress assess the advantages and disadvantages
of initiating procurement of the third orbiter and delaying
funding of orbiters four and five.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Account-
ing Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Audit-
ing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

Copies of this report are being sent to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; the Secretary of Defense;
and the Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration.

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM:
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE

National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Department of Defense

DIGEST

The current cost estimate for Space Transporta-
tion System development and production is
$13.2 billion. This estimate does not include
about $2.3 billion for Government salaries,
travel, and related costs for shuttle develop-
ment to be funded separately by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

Through fiscal year 1977 the Congress has ap-
propriated about $4.4 billion to NASA and
$106 million to the Department of Defense
for Space Transportation System development.
The Congress must decide whether to approve
a full-scale operational Space Transportation
System by authorizing the start of production
of additional orbiters and construction of
a second-line launch and landing faiiity at
Kennedy Space Center.

Funds required to carry out the NASA and De-
partment of Defense plan would total about
$3.4 billion, of which $2.1 billion is for
production of three additional orbiters
(for a total of five), $1.2 billion is for

·Vandenberg Air Force Base facilTiies and
$0.1 billion is for second-line Kennedy Space
Center facilities. Additional Government
funds would he needed for shuttle operations
and for the design and development of payloads.

The decision to proceed with or delay produc-
tion of the three orbiters is complex with
little assurance that either option selected
will ultimately prove to be the best decision.
NASA officials believe the best approach is to
proceed with production at this time. Defense
officials believe the program should proceed as
now planned by NASA.

The five orbiters, according to NASA, would
provide an assured launch capability for all

Tr Sol. Upon nimoval, the report
cover dt should be noted hereon. i PSAD-77-113



users, and most expendable launc? vehicles could
be eliminated. Recent NASA studies indicate
that a five orbiter fleet is more economical
than other mixes of fewer orbiters supplemented
by expendable launch vehicles, assuming a minimum
of 300 flights between 1980 and 1991. Addition-
ally, NASA studies have shown that a delay of
3 years in the production of orbiters 3, 4, and
5 could result in a cost increase of $4 billion
(1978 dollars) to $5.6 billion (1978 dollars).
(See pp. 60 and 61.)

There is little doubt that production should
proceed if (1) no technical problems are en-
countered, 2) space activity increases twofold
as predicted, and (3) the cost of operation is
significantly reduced over expendable vehicles.
Under these conditions, a delay in production
would increase costs but not to the extent
projected by NASA. (See pp. 60 to 62.)

On the other hand, there arc no assurances that
technical problems will not be encountered
(see pp. 8 to 43), that space activity will
increase twofold (see pp. 56 and 57', or that
the Space Transportation System will greatly
reduce the cost of space operations. (See pp.
58 and 59.) Information presented in this re-
port suggests that these three prerequisites
for proceeding with production may not be met.

The most cost-effective approach is usually to
delay production until there is adequate as-
surance that the system will accomplish its ob-
jectives. The issue for congressional decision
is whether a delay in roduction, and thus a
delay in achieving a more extensive manned pro-
gram than two flights a month, would adversely
affect national prestige. If so, the Congress
may wish to proceed with the production of the
remaining three orbiters. (See pp. 59 and 60.)

A third alternative might offer some advantages
over either delaying or proceeding with full-
scale production. Production of the third
orbiter could be initiated and the remaining
two could be delayed until there are more ade-
quate assurances regarding technical problems,
space flight activity, and the cost of opera-
tions. (See pp. 63 and 64.)
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At the time of 'AO's review, NASA had not
determined what the total cost of operating
the Space Transportation System would be or
how much an individual user would have to pay
for its services. Cost estirmtes for a portion
of its operations had been prepared, and a
preliminary shuttle user charge policy was
under consideration. NASA's objective was to
encourage users to change over to the space
shuttle by offering a price competitive with
expendable launch vehicles. (See pp. 44
and 45.)

This proposed policy does not provide for total
recovery of shuttle operations cost on a per
flight or yearly cost basis. Instead, NASA
plans to charge users a fee based on the esti-
mated average cost for each flight over the
program's 12-year operating life. This will
result in NASA:s charging u rs less than ac-
tual operations cost in the arly years to en-,
courage users to change over to the shuttle
with the expected recovery of these costs
in later years. This average-cost concept,
together with other policy provisions, raises
the question of whether total operations
cost will ever be recovered. (See pp. 45
to 48.)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS

Until there is sufficient confidence in the
shuttle development program and more informa-
tion is available on the Space Transportation
SyFtem operations cost and plans for future
spnce activity, the Congress should assess the
advantages and disadvantages of

-- initiating the production of a third orbiter
and

-- delaying funding of the remaining two or-
biters.

RECOMMENDATION TO NASA ADMINISTRATOR

The NASA Administrator should delay implementing
a user charge policy until costs nd policies for
all elements of the Space Transportation System
have been formulated.

iii



NASA and Defense officials believe a Space
Transportation System pricing policy is re-
quired now. (See p. 55.)
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GLOSSARY

Aerodynamics The actions and forces resulting from the
movement or flow of gaseous fluids against
or around bodies, as the aerodynamics
of a wing in supersonic flight.

Angle of attack The angle between a reference line fixed
with respect to an airframe and a line in the
di:ection of movement of the body.

Attitude The position or orientation of an aircraft,
t~,cecraft, or other object, either in motion

or at rest, as determined by the relationship
between its axes and some reference line
or plane or some fixed system of reference.

Center of EL ? point at which the entire weight of a
gravity body may be considered as concentrated so

that if supported at this point the body
would remain in equilibrium in any position.

Circular orbit An orbit with uniform height above the earth
at ll points.

Equatorial The plane of the Earth's equator extended
plane indefinitely into space.

Equatorial An orbit lying on the equatorial plane.
orbit

Geosynchronous An orbit with the same period as the Earth'sorbit rotation.

Geostationary An orbit on which a satellite is in a fixedorbit relationship with a point on Earth.

Glide slope The flight path of an aeronautical vehicle
in a glide, as seen from the side; the angle
between the horizontal and the path of the
vehicle.

High-energy An orbit beyond the reach of the shuttle,orbit primarily restricted by height. There are
also inclinations that cannot be reached.

Low-energy An orbit that can be reached by the shuttle.orbit



Nautical mile A unit of distance used principally in navi-
gation--equal to 1.151 statute mile or 6,080
feet.

1971 dollars The purchasing power of the dollar with 1971
as the base year. Estimates are in base
-aar dollars when future costs are adjusted
t. exclude inflation so that they reflect the
level of purchasing power in the base year.

1977 dollars Same as 1971 dollars but with 1977 as the
base year.

Orbit A closed path under the influence of a gravi-
tational or other force.

Orbit plane The plane of an orbit extended indefinitely
in space, determined by inclination and
celestial longitude.

Payload A specific complement of instruments, space
equipment, and support hardware carried aloft
to accomplish a mission or discrete activity
in space.

Plane A surface such that the straight line join-
ing any two of its points lies wholly in
that surface.

Real year Also known as current dollars, are always
dollars associated with the purchasing power of

the dollar in the year that the expenditure
will occur. When future costs are stated,
the figures given are actual amounts which
will be paid, including inflation.

Remote A mechanical arm in the orbiter's carulo bay.
manipulator arm It is controlled from the orbiter aft light

deck to deploy, retrieve, or move pay'oad.

Rendezvous The point in space at which two or more ob-
jects meet with zero relative velocity at a
preconceived time and place.

Son-synchronous An orbit in which a satellite passes over-
orbit head at the same time of day every day.

Umbilical Any of the connecting electrical or fluid
connection lines, such as the connecting lines between

the external tank and the orbiter.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This is our sixth study of the Space Transportation
System (STS) under development since 1971 by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Th s report
discusses STS rogram status and issues facing the Congress
and NASA.

STS, composed of the space shuttle, expendable
upper stages, spacelab, and related launch and landing
facilities, is to provide a new space transportation
capability that will substantially reduce space opera-
tions costs and support a wide range of scientific,
defense, and commercial uses beginning in the 1980s.
The current cost estimate is $13.2 billion for system
development and production. (See p. 4.)

The space shuttle consists of a reusable manned
orbiter with three main engines, two reusable solid
rocket boosters, and an expendable liquid propellant
tank referred to as the external tank. It is being
designed to place payloads weighing up to 65,000 pounds
into a 150-nautical-mile due-east orbit from Kennedy
Space Center, Florida, and up to 32,000 pounds into
a specified 100-nautical-mile near-polar orbit from
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California.

The upper stages are propulsive systems designed
to place payloads at altitudes exceeding the capabili-
ties ef the orbiter. The space tug, a reusable upper
stage, is not e:;pected to be available until 1985 to
1987 at the earliest. 1/ Un'il then, two expendable
spinning solid upper stages and an expendable interim
upper stage will be used. The spinning solid upper
stages were added to the program in 1976.

The spacelab is being developed unmier a cooperative
program with the European Space Agency ds a laboratory
and observatory for in-orbit space research.

1/NASA officials advised us that they were strongly con-
sidering eliminating the tug. Therefore, we assumed,
for purposes of this report, that expendable upper
stages would be used during the 1980s instead of the
more versatile, reusable tug.
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY

NASA is responsible for developing the space shuttle,
the space tug, the two expendable spinning solid upper
stages, and launch and landing facilities at Kennecy Space
Center. NASA and industry have reached agreements whereby
the spinning solid upper stages will be developed as commer-
cial ventures at reduced cost to the Government. The Air
Force, representing the Department of Defense (DOD), will
develop the interim upper stage and, if approved by the Con-
gress, fnd facilities construction at Vandenberg Air Force
Base.

The development of the space shuttle is divided among
four prime contractors and numerous subcontractors. Rockwell
International's Space Division is developing the orbiter ve-
hicles and supporting Johnson Space Center, Texas, as the
lead center for overall shuttle integration.

The remaining contractors and their responsibilities
are (1) Rockwell International's Rocketdyne Division--main
engine, (2) Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver Division--
external tank, and (3) Thiokol Chemical Corporation--solid
rocket motor portion of the booster.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

We made our review at NASA headquarters, Washington,
D.C.; three NASA field centers--Kennedy Space Center,
Florida; Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama; and Johnson
Space Center, Texas--Vandenberg Air Force Base, California;
and the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Organization,
El Segundo, California.

Our examination included a review of the STS program's
cost, schedule, and performance status; the current need
for additional orbiters and related facilities; and the pre-
liminary estimates of shuttle operations cost and user charge
policy.

We used the technical expertise of a consultant
to assist us in reviewing the areas of orbital mechanics,
satellite retrieval, center-of-gravity effects, landing
profiles, and associated technical areas.

In conducting our review, we looked at documents,
records, and reports and interviewed officials at Government
agencies and commercial organizations who are potential users
of STS. We also discussed program aspects with officials at
NASA headquarters and NAS. and DOD field centers and instal-
lations.
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CHAPTER 2

COST AND SCHEDULE STATUS

Through fiscal year 1977 the Congress has appropriated
abcut $4.4 billion to NASA and $106 million to DOD for
STS development totaling about one-third of the estimated
development and production cost. The primary development
effort to date has been the space shuttle and related launch
and landing facilities at Kennedy Space Center. Other STS
elements, excluding the Europear, Space Agency's spacelab,
are in the preliminary design stages.

The table on page 4 presents NPSA's initial estimates
in 1971 dollars together with miore recent estimates which
include inflation through program completion (real year dol-
lars) for the development and production phases of STS. The
estimates do not include Government salaries, travel, and
certain related costs to be funded through NASA's research
and development appropriation--about $2.3 billion for the
space shuttle development program alone. Additionally, the
table does not include STS operations costs or payload costs
for any of the users. NASA could not provide us with esti-
ma'.es of these costs but ]entiried $11 billion (1978 dollars)
for total operations and $19.5 billion (1978 dollars) for
NASA payloads. Unless otherwise stated, cost estimates
throughout this report are stated in real year dollars.

The remainder of this chapter addresses the status
of the space shuttle development and production programs.

PROGRESS THROUGH 1975

Space shuttle development began in April 1972 with
the award of the main engine contract. All development
work was initially scheduled to peak in 1976 and be com-
pleted by March 1979. However, development schedules have
been extended twice for a total program delay of 13 to 15
months. According to NASA and the Office of Management and
Budget, the delays were necessary to keep costs within the
Office of Management and Budget's annual budget constraints.

3



Estimated Space Transportation System

Development arid Production Costs

Increase
or

Original Curreit estimate decrease
estimate (Real year dollars) (-)
(1971 1975 1976 (1975 to

Elements dollars) (note v.) (note a) 1976)

------------------(millions)---------------

Space shuttle develop-
ment costs $5,150 S 6,932 $ 6,940 $ 8

Orbiter inventory
(note b) 1,C00 2,234 2,739 505

Facilities (including
two launch sites):

NASA 300 453 458 5
DOD 500 996 c/1,170 174

Expendable upper stage
development (note d) 290 241 268 27

Reusable space tug:
Design, develop

ment, test, and
evaluation '638

Production 171 809 1,303 e/1,303 -

Spacelab development
and procurement - 427 317 -110

Total $8,049 $12586 3,95 $609

a/These estimates are internal NASA and DOD estimates and do not represent
official agency positions.

b/Refurbishment of the two development orbiters and production of three
orbiters.

-/In March 1977 DOD said the current program baseline for Vandenberg
Air Force Base facilities does not include a second launch pad
or deep-water harbor and is estimated at $849 million in real year
dollars through fiscal year 1983.

d/Original and current estimates are for different configuration of
the expendable upp c stages.

e/NASA did not provide an update of its 1975 real year dollar estimate
for this item so we used the 1975 estimate for 1976 also.
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The schedule changes resulted in cost increases that
reduced program reserves planned for technical and other un-
forseen problems. NASA began a series of program content
and interim schedule modifications to prevent major cost
growth. Despite these efforts, NASA announced a $50 million
(1971 dollars) cost growth in 1974. Further adjustments
were made in 1975 to reduce program content thereby compound-
ing the risk of future schedule delays and cost growth be-
cause major test programs were delayed, deleted, and/or
reduced in scope.

In 1975 NASA identified potential schedule slip-
pages of an additional 3 to 6 months and projected major
reserve shortages. Even without considering possible
future technical problems and schedule delays, we estimated,
in our April 21, 1976, report, "Status and Issues Relating
to the Space Transportation System," (PSAD-76-73) that
the development program would probably exceed original
estimates by $1.145 billion. This estimate is comprised
of

-- $50 million (1971 dollars) for NASA's announced
increase,

-- $195.1 million for work tasks transferred to other
budgets and the production and operations phases
of the program,

-- $524 million for increases in the rate of inflation,
and

-- $316 million for inflation increases due to the
program stretchout.

NASA does not consider inflation as cost growth
because its original cost commitment to the Congress
was expressed in 1971 dollars. The Congress, however,
must appropriate funds to cover all costs, including
inflation.

CURRENT STATUS

NASA is continuing to work under severe cost and
schedule constraints. In February 1976 it announced an
additional $20 million (1971 dollars) cost growth,
bringing the total announced growth in 1971 dollars to
$70 million. As in previous years, NASA reduced or de-
layed program content to stay within its annual budget
ceiling.
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Project estimates increased by about $147 million 1/
during the year, which further reduced available contingency
reserves. Additionally, the agency reduced or deleted from
the development program work tasks totaling $110 million and
transferred $37 million to later program years.

Project estimates may be further understated by at
least $268 million since prime contractors' estimates for
orbiters and main engines exceed NASA's estimates by this
amount.

Potential for future cost growth
in the development program

In our opinion, there is a high pr-'ability that NASA
will encounter major cost growth during the remaining program
years. It is possible that serious technical problems will
be identified because some test programs, such as the thermal
vacuum and vibroacoustics tests, have been deleted, reduced
in scope, or delayed until the orbital flight test program
scheduled to begin in March 1979 or until the shuttle is
operational. Our past experience in reviewing major civil
and defense acquisitions has shown that delaying and delet-
ing testing can lead to costly retrofit or redesign at a
later date or to deploying systems that cannot adequately
fulfill their intended role.

If major technical problems are encountered, some
cost increases may not be absorbed by the reserve funds
since over 60 percent of the reserves have been used
in overcoming funding constraints. In addition, a recent
report by NASA's Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel shows
"there is little schedule margin, funds, or extra test
hardware in any of the major test programs. 

Production program cost growth

NASA had expended $850,000 for production of long
leadtime materials as of July 1976 and expected to
obligate a total of $14.9 million for these items by
the end of fiscal year 1977.

l/Consistent with our previous reports, we have used
field center shuttle project offices' cost estimates
used in NASA's internal budgetary process.
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Cost estimates for refurbishing the two development
orbiters and producing three additional orbiters have in-
creased in 971 dollars from $1 billion to $1.5 billion,
an increase of $500 million (1971 dollars). About $200
million of this amount is due to a 1-year delay in beginning
orbiter procurement. At least $181 million (1971 dollars)
was caused by the transfer of tasks from tne development
and operational phase of the shuttle program. We could not
identify a specific cause for the remaining amount of the
increase.

In real year dollars the production program cost
estimates have increased about $1.4 billion from $1.350
billion in 1971 to $2.739 billion in 1976.
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CHAPTER 3

LIFT-OFF--2 YEARS AND COUNTING DOWN

This and the next two chapters describe a space shuttle

mission of the 1980s as envisioned by NASA and discuss some

challenges and technical problems which must be overcome.

The space shuttle flight system--orbiter and main

engines, external tank, and solid rocket boosters--will

be assembled and the payload's) installed in the orbiter's

payload bay. The payloads are located in the orbiter to

insure that its center of gravity is maintained throughout

the flight, from lift-off to landing. Maintaining the cen-

ter of gravity is necessary for a stable and safe flight

and to assure the safe landing of the orbiter, particularly

in the event of an emergency abort.

Safety abort systems--During the powered

ascent flight from lift-off to orbital

insertion, the space shuttle is required to

have "intact abort" capability for selected

failures which have the highest pr-bability
of occurring. Examples include total loss

of thrust from one main engine and the loss

of one orbital maneuvering system engine.

Intact abort is defined as safely returning

the orbiter, crew, and payload to the pri-

mary landing site.

NASA has identified other failures which it

believes have a lower probability of occurring

and for which it has not provided intact abort

capability. These failures, referred to as

contingency abort cases, will most likely

require the orbiter to ditch in the ocean.
NASA studies have shown that the orbiter

should be able to land on water but, together

with the payloads, would probably be damaged

beyond repair. Contingency aborts include

loss of thrust from more than one main engine,

premature orbiter separation from the external

tank, and failure of the solid rocket boosters

to separate from the external tank.

NASA identified a third set of failures for

which no provisions have been made for crew

survival. NASA believes these failures, de-

fined as "loss of critical funct&z;ns," have

the lowest probability if occurring because

8



the space shuttle design includes high
factors of reliability. Loss of critical
functions includes major structure failure,
complete loss of guidance and/or control
systems, failure of one solid rocket booster
to ignite, failure of the orbiter to separate
from the external tank, and premature solid
rocket booster separation.

If one of the contingency abort cases occurs,
both the orbiter and payload could be damaged
beyond repair, and the crewmen could be
seriously injured. Since no abort capability
exists for loss of a critical function, if one
occurs, the orbiter, payload, and crew will
probably be lost. NASA has studies in progress
to further define the potential for intact
abort capability for the failures now included
in the contingency abort category.

the space shuttle will be moved fromn the Vehicle Assem-
bly Building (see fig. 1) to the launch pad where it will be
readied for launch and stand exposed to the natural elements
for about 2 days. The external tank will be fueled about
2 hours before launch.

External tank--The 154-foot-long, 28-foot-diameter
external tank is actually two separate tanks--one
for liquid oxygen and one for liquid hydrogen.
(See fig. 2.) It is mated to the bottom of the
orbiter and supplies propellant to the main en-
gines through an umbilical connection. A
spray-on foam insulation covers the external
tank's outer surface to prevent ice formation on
the external tank before lift-off, protect the
tank from aerodynamic heating during ascent, pro-
vide propellant insulation, and protect the lower
portion of the tank from engine plume heat.

The major development concern with the external
tank is that it may eventually exceed design
weight goals. If design goals are not met, the
orbiter's payload-carrying capability could be
reduced. As of November 16, 1976, there were
several development problems which could increase
the external tank's weight by as much as 3,240
pounds over design goals. Two of the problems
were:

1. Structural loads--March 1976 estimates of ex-
ternal tank structural loads during ascent

9
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were higher than those used in the current

tank design. Additional strengthening of
the external tank may be required, with
weight and cost penalties.

2. Thermal protection system--aerodynamic
heating on the external tank may be higher
than originally anticipated, requiring
larger areas of spray-on foam insulation.
More insulation is also required to reduce
ice formation which could break off and
damage the orbiter during lift-off.

Several problems can occur while the space shuttle
is on the launch pad. Because external tank thermal
protection materials are incompatible with liquid oxygen,

an oxygen leak or spill during launch operations could
result in a spontaneous fire or explosion. 1/ Also, an
electrostatic charge could build up on the surface of the

external tank and possibly interfere with the orbiter's
electronic guidance and control systems and/or
provide a potential ignition source for (1) hydrogen

leaks or spills, (2) the propellant dispersion system,
and (3) the thermal protection system itself if it
is in an oxygen enriched environment.

While the liquid propellants are loaded in the

Vaternal tank, the crewmen and passengers board the

orbiter and perform the final prelaunch orbiter systems
checkout. The orbiter will normally carry a crew of
four, but provisions could be made for a crew of up to

seven, for missions lasting up to 30 days.

Weather constraints--The space shuttle may
not be launched during inclement weather
because of the possibility of lightning
strikes and rain or hail impingement on
the orbiter's thermal protection system.
Flying through rain or hail during ascent
would severely damage the orbiter's thermal
protection system and possibly preclude
s-fe return to earth.

Weather-caused delays could also create
scheduling problems because many payloads
must be launched at a specific time of

1/NASA informed us in March 1977 that this problem may

have been resolved.
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day. Otherwise the launch may have
to be delayed for as long as 24 hours.
Numerous delays could limit the total
number of shuttle flights to less than
NASA's goal of 60 a year.

The final countdown begins: ten-nine-eight . . . When
the countdown reaches fur, the orbiter's main engines will
be ignited.

Main engine--The space shuttle main
engine is an advancement of technology,
because it is intended to be more effi-
cient than previous engines and is the
first attempt to build a reusable rocket
engine for an operational space vehicle.
The design goal is 55 uses before major
overhaul. Whether this reusability cri--
terion can be met is not known; however,
NASA believes reusability is not a major
concern.

The most serious problem identified to
date in the engine development program
is high pressure fuel turbopump vibra-
tion. The vibration causes premature
wearout of the bearings supporting the
shaft, and the pump fails. This has
prevented firing the engines at full
thrust to simulate actual engine opera-
tion. Although this problem has been
under investigation for over a year,
NASA officials believe it can be re-
solved without delaying the first manned
orbital flight. If the problem cannot
be corrected, however, the pump may have
to be completely redesigned.

The main engines should reach 90 percent thrust within
3.5 seconds. If they do not reach this power level within
4 seconds, the main engines will shut down and the launch
will be aborted. The solid rocket boosters wi.ll be ignited
when the main engines reach 90 percent thrust.

Solid rocket boosters--These boosters
(see fig. 3) will be the largest ever used
by the United States. Each booster, which
is over 12 feet in diameter and about 149
feet long, contains over 1 million pounds
of solid propellants, about twice that of
previous solid boosters (Titan III-C).
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The major uncertainty with the solid rocket

boosters is reusability. This is the first

time solid rocket boosters will be recovered,
refurbished, and reused to reduce operating

costs. NASA officials have said, however,

that solid rocket booster components may not

achieve the designed number of reuses due to

water impact damage, salt water corrosion, and

marine growth.

Lift-off should occur about 0.3 seconds after solid

rocket ooster ignition. (See fig. 4.) During ignition and

lift-off, water will be pumped into the flame ducts at a

rate of 1 million gallons a minute to absorb noise and vi-

brations. The water suppression technique was recently

added because projected payload-bay vibrations and acoustics

levels exceeded those of expendable vehicles. DOD has been

concerned with the payload-bay environment and is working

with NASA to insure that problems in the areas of dynamic

loads, random vibrations, acoustics, electromagnetic incom-

patibilities, and contamination are resolved. Payload costs

could increase if these shuttle design specifications are

not met.

During lift-off the orbiter's thermal protection system

could be damaged by ice breaking off the external tank and

structural buckling caused by thermal stresses. The thermal

protection system consists of various insulating materials

applied to the orbiter's outer surface to maintain the tem-

perature of the aluminum airframe within acceptable limits.

(See fig. 8.) Since the thermal protection system cannot

be repaired in space, severe damage could prevent the or-

biter from a safe return. NASA is attempting to solve these

problems by adding additional insulation to the external tank

and by redesigning portions of the orbiter's structure.

During lift-off when the main engines and solid rocket

boosters are burning simultaneously, the space shuttle will

develop about 6.4 million pounds of thrust. The solid

rocket boosters, which account for about 80 to 90 percent of

this power, present a threat to the environment in and

around the launch site.

Ground cloud--. cloud of hot exhaust gas

produced dur'ing lift-off drifts with the

prevailing winds and diffuses into the

atmosphere as it moves. The exhaust prod-

ucts in the ground cloud could potentially
lead to (1) acidic rain, (2) toxic gas and

dust effects, (3) weather modification,
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and (4) cumulative damage to the local
ecology. 1/

1. Acidic rain--Rainfall through the
cloud (wash-out) or induced by the
cloud (rainout) could be acidic
due to dissolved hydrogen chloride,
resulting in damage to plants and
soil if acidity is sufficiently
high. Damage to vegetation, such
as lime and avocado crops, has
occurred previously from solid
propellants. Postponing shuttle
launches when meteorological con-
ditions could produce potentially
damaging acidic rain may solve this
problem. NASA has not yet defined
the specific meteorological conditions
under which acidic rain may occur.
It is continuing to work in this area.

2. Toxic qas and dust effects--The toxic
gas and dust, primarily hydrogen chlo-
ride, may affect people, wildlife, and
vegetation on the Earth's surface
below the ground cloud. Theoretical
predictions show that under certain
weather conditions, hydrogen chloride
concentration- could approach the
allowable toxic limit for human ex-
posure for a period of about 5 minutes
(50 percent of the allowable time)
within 6.2 miles of the launch site.
These weather conditions occur about
5 percenr. of the time at Kennedy
Space Center. NASA, however, believes
these theoretical predictions are
probably too high since experimental
tests using actual Titan launches
showed hydrogen chloride concentra-
tions will be substantially less
than the allowable toxic limits for
human exposure. NASA's predictions
will have to be verified against

1/Information herein is based on NASA studies of the
environmental effects at Kennedy Space Center. The
effects may be different at Vandenberg Air Force Base.
DOD would not release its draft environmental impact
statement for use in this report.
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actual space shuttle launches because
the Titan vehicle is much smaller and
does not simultaneously fire solid
rockets with liquid propellant engines.

Other individual toxic elements in the
exhaust cloud---aluminum oxide, chlorine,
and nitrogen oxide--are not expected
to exceed established toxic limits
for human exposure. However, limits
have not been established for aluminum
oxide with absorbed hydrogen chloride,
which could be more toxic than auminum
oxide alone. In addition, the effects
of exhaust products on vegetation and
wildlife are not completely understood.

3. Weather modification--It is conceivable
that the exhaust products could induce
precipitation or alter the radiant
heat balance in the atmosphere near
the launch site, resulting in local
weather modification. This effect ha.
been studied, and NASA has concluded
that no major weather modification by
shuttle operations will occur.

4. Cumulative damage--A slow accumulation
of exhaust pro ucts in the launch area
could alter the environment sufficiently
to change the ecological or environmental
quality of the region. NASA is establish-
ing an ecological baseline for Kennedy
Space Center, so that adverse cumulative
environmental effects can be detected
during shuttle operations.

About 6 seconds after lift-off, the shuttle will roll
to its launch azimuth and then pitch over on its back. This
maneuver will eventually cause a focused sonic boom, with
overpressures as high as 30 pounds per square foot, to occur
about 30 nautical miles downrange. Overpressures of this
magnitude could cause structural damage; therefore, mission
trajectories have been chosen to cause the boom to occur over
the ocean.

After pitchover, the vehicle continues to climb. The
solid rocket boosters will burn for approximately the first
120 seconds of flight. After about 75 seconds, the space
shuttle will enter the stratosphere. The burning solid pro-
pellant will emit exhaust products directly into the stratos-
phere.

18



Ozone depletion--Pollutants could deplete
the stratospheric ozone layer which protects
the Earth from ultraviolet radiation. This
concern has prompted national efforts to
understand the physical and chemical processes
of the stratosphere.

Of the shuttle's exhaust products, NASA
believes the only major stratospheric
concern is the hydrogen chloride's depleting
the ozone. NASA predicts the hydrogen
chloride from the shuttle's solid rocket
boosters would deplete ozone by 0.2 percent.
In making this prediction, NASA used five
different stratospheric models. The model
results varied from 0.07 to 0.29 percent
because of uncertainties in current strato-
spheric knowledge. Unable to eliminate
any prediction as incorrect, NASA selected
the median value. A recent study by tne
National Academy of Sciences concluded that
the potential ozone reduction attributed to
the space shuttle may range rom 0.05 to
0.45 percent.

Although the ozone depletion caused by the
space shuttle appears small, it will result
in an increase in the ultraviolet radiation
reaching the Earth. An increase in ultra-
violet radiation could possibly produce
biological damage. Potential effects
include human skin cancer, including life-
threatening melanoma; "cancer eye" in
cattle; reduced agricultural productivity;
and detrimental disturbances of terrestrial
and aquatic ecological systems. Some scien-
tists also postulate that changes in temp-
eratures, cloud cover, precipitation, and
other weather elements could occur. NASA
and other scientific groups believe addi-
tional research is needed to define the
biological and meteorological importance
of ozone depletion.

The solid rocket propellant will be depleted at an
altitude of about 150,000 feet. The boosters will then be
separated from the orbiter/external tank (see fig. 5) and
parachute into the ocean some 150 nautical miles downrange
for recovery and reuse. Shortly before orbital insertion,
at an altitude of 300,000 to 550,000 feet, the orbittr's
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main engines will be shut down and cannot be restarted during
the remainder of the mission.

About 11 seconds after main engine cutoff, the external
tank will be jettisoned. By releasing gas through openings
in the nose, the external tank will begin tumbling back to
Earth, impacting in a preselected remote ocean site. The
tumbling motion is intended to insure that the external tank
lands within the designated impact zone.

After external tank separation, two small orbital ma-
neuvering system engines will propel the orbiter into space.
The orbital maneuvering system will also be used, together
with the reaction control system engines, to perform in-orbit
maneuvers.

21



CHAPTER 4

OPERATIONS IN SPACE

T, :bital manuevering system engines will be
shut down at the proper time to place the orbiter
into the desired orbit. A circular orbit requires a
specific height, inclination, and celestial longitude.
Height is the distance above the Earth's surface; inclin-
ation is the angle at which the orbit crosses the Earth's
equator; and celestial longitude gives the location of
this crossing. Inclination is determined by the launch
site and launch azimuth, whereas celestial longitude is'
determined by the time and date (launch window) that a
satellite is launched. Inclination and celestial longi-
tude are expressed in terms of degrees--*30 degrees, 28.5
degrees.

Considering all combinations of these three factors,
a satellite can be placed in an infinite number of distinct
orbits, a small number of which can be reached by the
shuttle. The initial orbit for all payloads will be
limited to a narrow range of orbits which the shuttle
can reach, referred to as "low-energy orbits." All expend-
able launch vehicles also first place payloads in a circular
low-energy orbit. Destinations beyond the capability of the
space shuttle, "high-energy orbits," will be attained--
again like all expendable launch vhicles--using expendable
upper stages.

Orbiter maneuverability--The low-energy
orbit to be attained by the space shuttle
will have to be carefully selected in
advance, based on the particular pay-
load requirements. Earth observation
satellites, for example, must be placed
in the proper orbit to pass over the
land or water under study at the desired
time of day. Preselection of the orbit
would not be particularly critical if the
orbiter had unlimited maneuverability
in space. The large mass of the orbiter,
coupled with its limited fuel-carrying
capability, limits the shuttle, for all
practical purposes, to the orbital plane--
inclination and celestial longitude--
it attai s upon entry in space. Small
changes in height are possible.
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Once the orbiter is in its predetermined orbit, the
crew prepares to perform the mission. The first steps will
be to orient the orbiter using the reaction control system
engines and to open the payload-bay doors.

SPACE SHUTTLE CAPABILITIES

NASA believes the space shuttle will provide signifi-
cant operational advantages over existing expendable ve-
hicles. Aside from economics which are addressed on pages
59 and 60, these advantages include (1) an increase in
payload weight and volume capacity and (2) the ability
to rendezvous with and/or return payloads. These capabil-
ities are expected to permit greater flexibility in
space operations. However, during the past 10 years
only about 22 percent of the payloads NASA launched
could have been placed in orbit by the space shuttle
without upper stages.

The space shuttle will attain inclinations between
28.5 degrees and 104 degrees. The maximum circular
orbit height attainable with a fully loaded orbiter
(65,000 pounds) is 220 nautical miles. This height
corresponds to one inclination--28.5 degrees.

Weight enalties--The orbiter cannot
carry maximum weight to all the inclin-
ations between 28.5 degrees and 104
degrees. Additional height can be
achieved by adding up to three extra
fuel tanks for the orbital maneuvering
system engines, but the weight of the
fuel--up to 42,000 pound---will count
against payload weight For example,
only 21,000 pounds of cargo weight
can be carried to a 56 degree
inclination if a 500-nautical-mile
circular orbit is desired. The capa-
bilities of the space shuttle, with
and without extra fuel tanks, from
Kennedy Space Center and Vandenberg
Air Force Base are shown in figure 6.

Increased capability

The space shuttle should provide greater payload
volume and weight capacity than current expendable
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launch vehicles. According to a study 1/ Battelle Columbus
Laboratories conducted for NASA, the only factors keeping
designers from taking advantage of increased volume

"* * * is the uncertainty as to when the shuttle
will be available and fully operational and what
the price of using it will be. Once confidence in
the shuttle is established * * * (this may be
several years after the shuttle IOC LInitial Opera-
tional Capability] date), the bay diameter should
be a strong competitive plus for the shuttle in a
number of mission areas."

Battelle found little indication that the shuttle's weight
capacity was changing satellite design or planning. How-
ever, according to NASA, there is some indication that the
payload community is increasing its awareness of the shut-
tle's capability.

Keeping the space shuttle's weight within design goals
has been a continuing problem during the development program.
If these weight goals are not met, or if maximum thrust
goals for the main engine anu/or solid rocket boosters are
not achieved, the weight-carrying capability of the space
shuttle could be less than expected. Even with the full
weight-carrying capability, the extent to which i will be
used is difficult to predict.

The shuttle's capacity could be used to carry heavy
objects into low-energy orbits or to combine missions on
a single flight to reduce an individual user's launch
cost. However, Battelle's survey showed potential users
do not consider the ability to combine flights as an
advantage because it presents a number of schedule,
interface, and risk problems. Finding payloads going
to the same orbit plane is not always easy because many
payloads need to be launched to specific orbit planes
to be effective. Unless payloads on the same flight
are going to virtually the same orbit plane, upper stages

1/"External Competition for the Space Transportation
System" dated Nov. 4, 1975. On Mar. 15, 1977, Battelle
readdressed the study issues in a letter to NASA
and concluded that some changes have occurred since
tne time of the original study. However, the letter
generally confirmed the original findings.
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or some other form of propulsion are needed. Usingupper stages or other propulsion systems also increasesa user's cost, partially reducing the savings of combiningpayloads. Use of an upper stage creates the following
problems.

Problems using u er sta es--First, weight
and ength of the upper stage and associated
hardware--ranging from 7,500 to 61,000
pounds and from 6 to 33 feet long--reduce
the shuttle's payload delivery capability.
Second, the upper stage propellants, upon
firing, could contaminate the remaining
payloads. A Communications Satellite
Corporation (COMSAT) official told us,
for example, that because of potential
contamination, COMSAT would insist its
payload be deployed first when sharing
a flight. NASA plans for the orbiter to
achieve adequate separation from the
upper stages before firing to prevent
contaminations.

Rendezvous and return

NASA expects the orbiter's ability to visit and/orreturn payloads to permit (1) on-orbit checkout beforefinal deployment, (2) the retrieval of satellites foron-orbit servicing or return, and (3) the use of thespacelab for conducting space research. However, poten-tial users (other than NASA) generally do not believethese undemonstrated capabilities will be widely usedduring the 1980s, the period of time for which NASA'sjustification of STS is based.

On-orbit checkout

In the past, some satellites have completely failedshortly after insertion into orbit. NASA believes thesefailures can be reduced significantly by checking out apayload in space before deployment. If the payload isnot functioning properly, it could be repaired or re-turned to Earth. The usefulness of on-orbit checkoutis uncertain, however. Over the years increased reli-ability of electronic circuitry has reduced the incidenceof early satellite failure. A Goddard Space FlightCenter study of 57 satellites showed 5 had unsuccessfulmissions due to first-day failures. Satellite failures
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are now attributable more to wearout due to (1) the
disruption of power supplies because of the limited
number of recharges the batteries will hld or (2) the
exhaustion of the fuel supplies that maintain a satellite's
stability or position.

On-orbit checkout may also be impracticable during the
1980s, except for a few payloads.

Checkout prnblems--Potential users believe
there is little need to check out satellites
which will be subjected to the stresses
of upper stages before final deployment
and activation. On-orbit checkout could
also be time consuming. For example,
satellites having high voltage circuits
require up to 1 week for the atmosphere
brought with them to dissipate. Premature
testing could burn out the high voltage
circuits. In addition, complete on-orbit
checkout will require special equipment which
must be provided by the user. This equipment
is so massive and complex that at least one
spacecraft manufacturer does not foresee
any desire for such services before 1990.

Retrieval

Retrieval which enab'es payload refurbishment and reuse
is the key to NASA's most recent economic justification for
STS, accounting for 75 percpnt of the projected savings.
It has also been a controversial issue. In 1973 the National
Academy of Sciences concluded that payload recovery and in-
orbit servicing would be economical for expensive systems,
such as orbiting observatories, but for the less expensive
payloads the economic advantages were unclear. According to
the more recent Battelle survey, all users interviewed be-
lieved the demonstrated reliability of crrent satellites
was quite satisfactory. As on-orbit lifetimes are now
approaching 7 years and may reach 10 years, returning a
satellite which incorporates antiquated technology would
not be particularly useful. However, NASA does plan to re-
cover a few of its payloads where practicable.

Economics aside, technical challenges may limit satel-
lite retrieval--one of the most complicated applications
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of the orbiter in terms of required maneuvers, hardware, and
operational sequences. Retrieval is impossible for objects
beyond the orbiter's limited range because expendable upper
stages do not have retrieval capability. More than 66 per-
cent of all non-Communist payloads in orbit as of February
1976 were beyond the reach of the orbiter, evcn with maximum
fuel and no payloads.

In addition, rendezvous missions will require the
orbiter and satellite to be in precisely the same orbit.
This may be difficult to achieve without a dedicated
shuttle flight beccuse of the multitude of potential
orbits and the orbiter's limited maneuverability. To
increase the probability of combined delivery and re-
covery missions, as well as the probability of multi-
payload launches, NASA is proposing four standard
inclinations--28.5 and 56 degrees from Kennedy
Space Center and 90 and 104 degrees from Vandenberg Air
Force Base. h;owever, standard inclinations may not fit all
users' needs; and until the other orbit determinants, such as
celestial longitude, are specified, there are still an un-
limited number of orbits from which a satellite may have to
be recovered.

Retrieval is further complicated because a satel-
lite's celestial longitude changes daily. A satellite placed
in orbit on ne day will not be in the same orbit on the next.
In addition, the rate of this drift varies based on the height
and inclination of the orbit. Therefore, two payloads placed
in the same orbit plane but at different heights will tend to
drift at different rates and will not be in the same orbit
plane at a later date. NASA points out that some satellites
may be cooperative in terms of maneuverability relative to
changes in altitude and celestial longitudes. This maneuver-
ability, however, is limited at best. In many cases payload
launch-window constraints may preclude retrieval on a given
mission.

Unstabilized satellites--Even if the
orbiter can maneuver within range, an
out-of-control satellite caltnot be re-
covered. Either the satellite's stabil-
ization system must be working and be
capable of being deactivated or the
orbiter must carry equipment capable
of neutralizing tht motion. Many
satellites are oriented by means of
gyroscopes--rotatlng wheels which resist
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changes in orientation. If an active
satellite were pulled into the orbiter
using the manipulator arm, the resist-
ances could set up severe stresses and
damage the arm. The satellite will be
safe to recover only if all internal
and external movements are neutralized.

Use of spacelab

In addition to insertion and rendezvous missions, the
shuttle is to provide routine manned access to space from
both Kennedy Space Center and Vandenberg Air Force Base.
The orbiter is to be equipped with versions of the spacelab
to provide a platform for observations of the universe
and the Earth and a low-cost research laboratory in a ace
environment.

Spacelab, unlike the earlier Skylab, will remain
attached to the launch vehicle at all times during the
flight. The missions will last from 7 to 30 days during
wnich time the spacelab will draw its power from the
orbiter. The standard configuration orbiter will provide
enough power for most 7-day missions; however, longer
durations will require extra power kits. According to
NASA officials at Johnson Space Center, installing extra
power kits for a 30-day mission will be prohibitively time
consuming and expensive. Even a 30-day mission may not pro-
vide enough time for applications such as Earth mapping.
NASA headquarters officials indicated that the subject was
receiving increased attention to determine the most practical
design for extra power kits.

NASA is projecting extensive spacelab use--170 of
the 396 projected huttle flights during the 1980s are
for spacelab. Whetiter this utilization rate will be
achieved is uncertain. NASA is the only U.S. user
we know with firm plans to take advantage of spacelab
capabilities. About 79 percent of the total spacelab
flights are NASA flights. Therefore most spacelah flights
will be at Government expense and we have been advised
that this will be one of the more expensive types of
shuttle flights. The Europeans, who are developing the
spacelab, have agreed to a joint mission with NASA for the
first spacelab flight.

NASA considers research for in-space manufacturing
to be one of spacelab's most promising uses. General
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Electric's Space Division conducted a survey on potential
manufacturing in space. Many processoe and products were
identified; and tungsten x-ray targets, high specificity
separation of isoenzymes, surface acoustic wave elec-
tronic components, and transparent oxides were studied
in depth. The study concluded that none of the four
research projects would be undertaken by private indus-
try without extensive Government financing, and the
spacelab's limited mission duration, combined with a power
shortage,would not support a production operation. NASA's
fiscal year 1978 budget plan includes $6.3 million for
"materials processing in space" payload development.

UPPER STAGE CAPABILITIES

Most space shuttle flights, other than spacelab
missions, will require upper stages to deploy payloads
to their final destination. Expendable upper stages will
consist of (1) a two-stage interim upper stage under
development by the Air Force, (2) three- and four-stage
versions of the interim upper stage if NASA funds develsp-

ment of this configuration, and (3) NASA's planned
spinning solid upper stages. There will be two basic
sizes of spinning solid upper stages; one will accommodate

a Delta-sized satellite and the other will accommodate an
Atlas/Centaur-sized satellite. The upper stage used
depends on the satellite's weight and destination.

All satellites except those requiring a spinning solid
upper stage will be deployed in about the same way. The
crew will use the remote manipulator arm to grasp the satel-
lite or satellite and interim upper stage combination, lift

it out of the bay, and release it in space. (See fig. 7.)
If an interim upper stage is being used, the orbiter will
back away to a safe distance, then the upper stage will be
ignited. If more than one satellite is to be deployed, the

crew will repeat the above process.

For satellites using a spinning solid upper stage,
the sequ-nce of events will be slightly different. The
satellite and upper stage will be pivoted upward by the
launch platform. Then the launch platform will be spun up

and a spring will eject the upper stage and the payload
into space. As with the interim upper stage, the orbiter
will retreat to a safe distance before igniting the spinning
solid upper stage. When an upper stage is used for final de-
ployment of a satellite, the orbiter essentially replaces the
first and second stages of expendable launch vehicles.
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Examples of satellites which will require using up-
per stages include communications and weather satellites.
Other potential uses of upper stages include (1) placing
satellites in polar orbit from an orbiter launched
from Kennedy Space Center and (2) final delivery when
more than one mission is combined on a single shuttle
flight.

Some satellites need to go to near-polar o bits--
high inclination orbits which the orbiter cannot attain
from Kennedy Space Center because of launch constraints.
The basic interim upper stage, however, can deliver
most of these satellites from an orbiter launched out
of Kennedy Space Center. For example, from an orbiter
launched from Kennedy Space Center, the basic interim
upper stage can deliver over 4,000 pounds of payload
to a 90 degree, 900-nautical-mile circular orbit.

Satellites could also be delivered to sun-synchronous
orbits (a popular band of near-polar orbits including
inclinations from 96 to 102 degrees), with height and
weight penalties. However, this capability may be
sufficient since satellites currently in sun-synchronous
orbits typically weigh less than 2,000 pounds. In addition,
NASA's three-- and four-stage interim upper stage configura-
tion, if developed, would increase the delivery capability
to polar orbits from orbiters launched from Kennedy Space
Center. Although the DOD agrees that some flights planned
to near-polar orbit could be performed from Kennedy Space
Center, it states that a small number of heavy, high-
priority payloads planned for the future could not be
launched in this manner.

Once space operations have been completed, the
payload-bay doors are closed and the crew can begin
making preparations for return to Earth.
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CHAPTER 5

AN AIRPLANE-LIKE LANDING

Following orbital operations, the crew will prepare for
reentry into the Earth's atmosphere. A decision to change
landing sites must be made before reentry if for some reason,
such as unfavorable weather conditions, the orbiter cannot
land as originally planned. The orbiter is committed to its
landing site once it has entered the atmosphere.

The orbital maneuvering system provides the deceleration
thrust necessary for deorbiting. After the burn, the orbiter
is reoriented nose-forward to the proper attitude, or posi-
tion for reentry. At about 400,000-feet altitude the posi-
tion of the vehicle is established and maintained by power
from the reaction control system. Between 400,000- and
50,000-feet altitude, the orbiter can move laterally (cross-
range) up to about 1,100 nautical miles to reach the desig-
nated landing site. NASA does not anticipate using maximum
crossrange except under emergency conditions and therefore
will not demonstrate this capability during the flight test
program. An 800- to 900-mile crossrange capability will be
demonstrated.

The orbiter reaches temperatures as high as 3,000 de-
grees Fahrenheit on the nose and leading edges of the wing
during descent. The vehicle will normally be flown at a
nose-up position (30- to 40-degree "angle of attack") to con-
fine most of the heat to its lower surfaces where extensive
thermal protection has been provided. The orbiter's thermal
protection system, unlike previous space vehicles, is de-
signed for reuse.

Thermal protection sstem--The orbiter's thermal
protection system is a safe-life (no failures
allowed) system designed to be reused for 100
reentries before replacement. It consists of
five different types of materials, but about 65
percent of the orbiter's surface is covered
with ceramic silica tiles. The various thermal
materials are placed on the orbiter as shown in
figure 8.

The ceramic silica tiles (about 32,400) are
fragile and susceptible to ground handling
damage. NASA has reduced the expected replace-
ment rate after each mission from 3 percent to
1.4 percent. If the actual replacement rate is
greater, increased operating costs and refurbish-
ment times can be expected.
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THE ORBITER'S THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM

CERAMIC SILICA TILES OTHER MATERIALS

High-temperature reusable Reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC)
surface insulation (HRSI)
Low-temperature reusable Flexible reusable surface
surface insulation (LRSI) insulation IFRSIO

Metal or qlass

LRSI

H~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~_RSI 'HRS
RCC

SOURCE: NASA

FIGURE 8
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Although the thermal protection system is an
advancement in technology, NASA officials be-
lieve that most development problems have been
overcome. Problems under investigation include:

-- Adhesive used to bond ti.e ceramic tiles to
the orbiter cannot withstand temperatures
below a minus 160 degrees Fahrenheit, lim-
iting to 3 to 4 hours the orbiter's abil-
ity to hold certain attitudes in space. If
an acceptable solution cannot be found, the
space shuttle's on-orbit performance will be
impaired. /

-- Base heat shields for the main engines may
not meet the 100-mission life requirement.
If not, they may have to be redesigned, re-
sulting in cost and weight penalties.

-- Areas of the thermal protection system will
experience temperatures higher than designed,
resulting in these areas having less tharn 00-
missicn reusability. NASA explained that de-
velopment costs have been lowered by relaxing
reusability design constraints.

Between 300,000- and 160,000-feet altitude, the orbiter
will experience a communication blackout lasting about 10
minutes. This phenomenon, caused by the ionization of atoms
in the atmosphere, has been experienced by all previous
manned space flights. After blackout, the navigation system
immediately updates the orbiter's position to insure proper
targeting to the landing site.

At an altitude of 250,000 feet, the atmospheric density
is sufficient for some aerodynamic control surfaces (body
flaps, elevons, rudder, and speed brake) to assist in flight
control. However, the reaction control system engines are
not deactivated until about 80,000 feet, where the orbiter
begins its powerless approach and landing.

Unpowered landing--The orbiter's original config-
uration included air breathing engines to assist
in landing the vehicle in an actual aircraft man-
ner. To reduce costs and orbiter weight, the en-
gines were deleted from the program. Thus the

1/NASA officials informed us during March 1977 that this
problem had recently been resolved.
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orbiter will have only one chance to land safely
and will not have the benefit of power to adjust
speeds and make final adjustments for proper
runway alinement and touchdown. Although the un-
powered landing represents an inherent risk, NASA
justifies the performance capability based on tech-
nology established using experimental vehicles.

At about 80,000-feet altitude, the orbiter will reduce
its 30- to 40-degree angle of attack to about 10 degrees.
This decrease exposes the tail of the vehicle to airflow,
and all aerodynamic control surfaces will be used to djust
the orbiter's speed and altitude for final approach and land-
ing. The profile flown during this phase of landing attempts
to optimize flight performance while minimizing the sonic
boom overpressures being created.

Sonic boom--No reasonable way exists to
land the orbiter at either Vandenberg Air
Force Base or Kennedy Space Center wi:hout
creating sonic booms over populated aeas,
such as Orlando, Florida. Although the
orbiter will become subsonic about 18 nau-
tical miles from the runway, the sonic
booms will carry beyond the 18 miles and
approach the landing site. This can be
seen in the sonic boom footprint projected
for lower Florida. (See fig. 9.)

NASA originally predicted that the orbit-
er's sonic booms would be limited to
2 pounds per square foot within 100 nauti-
cal miles of the landing sites but is
now projecting slightly higher maximum
overpressures within 26 nautical miles
of landing sites. Overpressures of these
intensities could damage nonprimary struc-
tures, such as plaster, windows, and
bric-a-brac, and be annoying to persons
on the ground.

The United States Code (49 U.S.C. 1431),
as implemented by the Code of Federal
Regulations (14 CFR 91.55), prohibits
civil aircraft, including Government
aircraft carrying commercial cargo,
from creating sonic booms over the
United States. We believe the space
shuttle may be subject to these regula-
tions unless exempted by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). In March
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1977 the Chief Counsel of FAA, in a letter
to NASA, concluded that the shuttle is not
an aircraft within the meaning of the FAA
Act of 1958 and would not be subject to all
the operating requirements of the act. FAA
is engaged in establishing the needed re-
stricted-use air space and other operational
conditions.

At about 10,000- to 12,000-feet altitude, or 5 to 6
miles from the runway, the orbiter will make its final
approach gliding at a 24-degree angle to the Earth. This
steep glide slope will be held until the orbiter is about
7,500 feet from the runway and 30 seconds from touchdown,
when a 3-degree glide slope is initiated. Landing gear
deployment will begin 20 to 50 seconds efore touchdown.
These power-assisted freefall mechanisms, one on the nose
and two on the mid-fuselage, require up to 10 seconds
for full deployment. No opportunity or capability exists
to recycle one that does not extend properly. However,
NASA believes the backup devices on the landing gear system
are adequate for proper extension.

Touchdown speeds will range from 185 to 207 knots (213
to 238 miles per hour (mph)), depending on such factors as
return payload weight and aerodynamic forces, which will
make the orbiter one of the fastest landing aircraft today.
Landing speeds of several military and commercial aircraft
are as follows:

U.S. Air Force jet 135 to 155 knots
aircraft (155 to 178 mph)

U.S. Air Force research 161 to 229 knots
aircraft (185 to 264 mph)

Boeing 737 commercial 125 knots (144 mph)
aircraft

McDonnell Douglas DC-9 112 knots (129 mph)
commercial aircraft

The orbiter will land about 2,700 feet down the
runway and will begin a controlled roliout.

Landing qear tires--Certification of the landing
gear tires for rlight worthiness will not in-
clude a thermal vacuum test. Extensive tests
were satisfactorily run on material similar to
actual flight tires in 1973 and onr the actual
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tire materials in 1976. However, the orbiter's
tires/wheel assembly have never been exposed
to the actual thermal vacuum environment
for a typical 7- or 30-day mission. A Johnson
Space Center safety report expresses the
concern that the tires' rubber may become
brittle from this exposure, causing failure
at touchdown or during braking/rollout.
Pressure loss may also occur, causing over-
heating or blowout during rollout. A failure
of any or all tires may result in loss of
vehicle and crew. Some NASA officials believe
that existing certification requirements are
adequate and that no additional thermal vacuum
testing is required.

Once on the runway, the crew will apply the brakes
and the orbiter will roll to a stop. The brakes are the
only mechanical assistance used to stop the vehicle.
NASA deleted drag chutes from the original design con-
figuration to reduce unnecessary costs and weight. Simu-
lations have shown that brakes and aerodynamic forces will
allow the orbiter to safely stop on a 10,000- by 150-foot
runway. The primary landing sites (Kennedy Space Center
and Vandenberg Air Force Base) will provide extra margins
of safety with their 15,000-foot runways. Alternate air
fields must meet the minimum specifications.

Landinq sites--Alternate airfields will
provide landing opportunities for the orbiter
if, during abort situations or unfavorable
weather conditions, the primary landing sites
cannot be used. Dryden Flight Research Center,
Edwards Air Force Base, California, has been
designated as the secondary landing site for
the orbiter.

If the orbiter cannot safely return to the
continental United States, about 15 world-
wide airfields will be available as contin-
gency landing sites. Principal contingency
airfields designated by NASA are Hickam Air
Force Base, Hawaii, and Anderson Air Force
Base, Guam. Negotiations with the other
U.S. owned and operated airfields and pos-
siblv three or four totally foreign facil-
ities will be finalized during 1977 and 1978.

The contingency landing sites will pro-
vide for crew/passenger survival and obiter
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towing only. No unique support equipment,
such as the automatic landing system, will
be available. Landing at these sites will
be accomplished using manual control,
aided by standard air navigation equipment.
Kennedy Space Center is responsible for dis-
patching a ground crew with all necessary
equipment to safe and deservice the orbiter
and prepare it for ferrying to the launch
site on the Boeing 747 shuttle carrier
aircraft. (See fig. 10.)

Once the orbiter rolls to a stop, operations willbe immediately initiated to prepare it foL the next flight.Orbiter refurbishment and shuttle assembly for subsequentlaunches require quite an extensive process. (See fig. 11.)

Turnaround cal--NASA has established a
turnaround goal of 160 hours--two 8-hour
shifts a day for 2 work-weeks. This short
period was established to educe operating
cost and to minimize the number of orbiters
in inventory. A July 1976 analysis of turn-
arousld imes shows that the 160 hours cannotbe achieved unless the orbiter's "design and
rlaintainability' are improved. The analysisfurther shows that the probability of achiev-
ing the current turnaround estimate of 209 5
hours is also low.

The current turnaround estimate compared to
the design goal is shown in the table on
page 43. Both estimates are for a standard
shuttle mission, excluding flight equipment
not flown more than 50 percent of the time.
For example, additional time will be requiredto install the spacelab and extra fuel kits
for orbital maneuverability.
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THE TURNAROUND CYCLE
(160 HOUR GOAL)
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Current
Facility Goal estimate ' ifference

---- (Serial time hours (note a))-----

Landing area 1.0 1.0 -
Orbiter processing

facility 96.0 124.0 28.0

Vehicle assembly
building 39.0 51.5 12.5

Launch pad 24.0 33.0 9.0

Total 16 409.5

a/Serial time is defined as that time required for a task
which is part of a critical path of a flow chart. The
task must be accomplished as a prerequisite to the next
serial task of the critical path.

Some problems preventing NASA from
achieving the 160-hour goal are

-- the time required to refurbish the
orbiter's thermal protection system,

-- excessive time for changing the pay-
load-bay liner and blankets, and

-- the sagging of payload bay doors when
opened while the orbiter is in a
vertical position.

NASA headquarters personnel are confi-
dent that the 150 hour goal for turn-
around time will be met during the
operational phase of the space shut-
tle program.

After turnaround operations are completed, the space
shuttle system--orbiter, main engines, external tank, and
solid rocket boosters--will be ready to accommodate the
next user's payload into space.
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CHAPTER 6

WHAT WILL USERS PAY?

As of December 1976, NASA had not determined the total
cost of operating STS or how much an individual user would
pay for STS services. NASA had prepared cost estimates for
a portion of STS operations and was considering a prelim-
inary shuttle user charge policy. However, we could not
fully evaluate the cost estimates or the policy because
both are being revised. This chapter discusses some basic
principles underlying the overall policy. We plan to
conduct a detailed review and issue a separate report on
operating cost and user charges after NASA's plans are
more settled.

The basic criterion of NASA's user charge policy is
to recover shuttle operations cost, not for each flight
or for each year but, rather, over the 12-year projected
operating life of the program. The projected costs for
operations between 1980 and 1991 are divided by the total
number of estimated flights, and this average is the
basis for charging users of the program.

WHAT ARE THE ESTIMATED OPERATING COSTS?

In preparing the STS operating cost estimate, NASA
has concentrated its efforts on a cost estimate for the
space shuttle only. NASA officials estimated that the
space shuttle operations for 572 flights would cost about
$9.2 billion (1975 dollars), or an average of $16.]
million a flight. However, NASA established a price
range of $16.1 million to $18 million (1975 dollars)
to cover possible cost increases before reimbursement
agreements are negotiated. NASA is revising the entire
operations cost estimate and plans to continually update
the estimate.

NASA officials said these estimates ir fporate
all recurring costs, including manpower, to [rovide the
standard shuttle services. Nonrecurring costs--such as
research and development, orbiter production, and in-
vestment in facilities and other capital equipment--are
not included in the operations cost ectimate. NASA is
recovering a portion of the orbiter production costs
and the investment in facilities and other capital equip-
ment by charging a use charge levied on foreign and
commercial users. NASA is not recovering any of the
research and development funds incurred in conjunction
with STS nor any interest on this investment.
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Optional services will be available at an additional
cost to tailor flights to the user's needs, and many
users will require optional services. Some services
available are (1) additional fuel and power kits
to extend basiF orbiter capability, (2) revisit and
retrieval, (3) upper stages, (4) additional time on
orbit, and (5) spacelab. NASA had not established
cost estimates and user charge policies for optional
services as of December 1976.

WILL THE POLICY RECOVER ALL COSTS?

The average-cost concept, together with other policy
provisions--such as the shared-flight concept and except-
ional selection process (see pp. 52 and 53)--raise serious
questions as to whether total operations costs will ever
be recovered. NASA's objective when preparing the policy
was to encourage users to change over to the space shuttle
by offering a price competitive with expendable launch
vehicles.

Had NASA used actual costs rather than estimated
average costs, the price to the users of a dedicated
shuttle flight during the first years of operations would
be much greater than the most frequently used expendable
vehicle (Delta). For example, the average cost of a
shuttle flight during the first 3 years of operations
would be about $29 million (1975 dollars) compared to
$13 million and $23 million (1975 dollars) for the Delta
and Atlas/Centaur expendable launch vehicles, respectively.

NASA is lowering the per-flight price during the
early program years by averaging the higher initial costs
with the expected lower costs during the later years.
Essentially, NASA, through appropriations from the Congress
during the early years, will have to pay for costs incurred
above the average cost per flight for its flights as well
as for the flights for non-NASA users--both U.S. Government
and commercial/foreign users. NASA expects to recoup the
deficits experienced during the early years in later oper-
ating years when the average costs will be greater than
actual costs. This concept can be seen in figure 12.
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NASA officials stated that although deficits will
be encountered during the early years, they are recovering
their out-of-pocket costs, such as the costs for additional
external tanks, solid rocket boosters, and other consum-
ables. However. as cited earlier, ASA plans to charge
an average dedicated flight price of $16.1 million (1975
dollars), compared to an actual cost of $29 million (1975
dollars) for each dedicated flight during the first 3 years
of operations. NASA must fund the difference between the
actual cost and the price it charges users.

If actual costs exceed the estimates, full costs
may never be recovered.

Potential for cost increases--NASA's cost
estimates are based on a number of assump-
tions which may not materialize. For
example, they are based on meeting all
reusability assumptions, such as solid
rocket booster reuses, 55 main engine
starts, and 1.5 percent replacement for
the thermal protection system per flight.
Other assumptions which could increase
operating costs are (1) a 200-hour turn-
around time estimate, (2) no major overhaul
of the orbiter, and (3) no orbiter attrition.

Since the operational cost estimates are
based on such assumptions, any deviation
in actual cost from the estimates is most
likely to be an increase rather than a
decrease. Any changes in the operational
cost estimates may be particularly impor-
tant since NASA is establishing one fixed
price for flights during the first 3 years
of operations, with no actual operating
experience on which to base the price.

In March 1977 NASA informed us that it
had conducted a pricing sensitivity analysis
which showed that the price range of $16.1
million to $18 million (1975 dollars) was
a reasonable and sufficient amount to cover
probable cost variations prior to negotiating
a reimbursement agreement. Once an agreement
is signed, the flight price for the first 3
years of operations will be fixed.
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NASA intends to compensate for potential cost in-
creases by providing for annual price adjustments after
the first 3 years of operations. (Cost decreases will
also be compensated for.) The adjustments are expected
to recover unanticipated losses experienced during the
first 3 years (phase I) when the price is fixed and to
include anticipated cost increases over the remaining
years of the program (phase II). Phase II costs would
again be based on the projected costs and number of flights.
While the price adjustments wculd seem to result in full
cost recovery, this may not be true because NASA is plan-
ning fixed-price-type contracts signed 3 years before
flight date which, if the actual costs continue to increase,
will continually push cost recovery to later years.

Therefore phase II prices might increase sub-
stantially. Such price increases may result in users'
being unwilling to use the shuttle. According to House
of Representatives Report No. 94-1220 which accompanied
NASA's 1977 appropriations bill (H.R. 14233),

"Unless the commercial sector accepts the shuttle
as an economically viable alternative to conven-
tional boosters, the space transportation system
will not be viewed as a success."

Competition--The space shut'le may not
handle all space traffic during the 1980s.
Although NASA has had a virtual worldwide
monopoly in providing launch services,
the Battelle study conducted for NASA
states that potentially serious space
transportation competition is epected
by the early 1980s. This competition,
expected to influence primarily non-
NASA/non-DOD users, will be from the
Japanese 1/ and Europeans who plan to have
and may actively market expendable launch
vehicles roughly equivalent to the cur-
rent NASA Delta and Atlas/Centaur vehicles.
The foreign governments may be willing
to subsidize launch costs in order to
market their own communications or other
satellites.

1/In March 1977 NASA officials informed us of an
agreement signed in December 1976 with Japan, which
prohibits the sale of N-1 launch vehicle services
(equivalent t Delta) to third parties.
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Commercial U.S. firms may also provide
launch vehicle competition in the future
if it becomes a viable economic proposition.
If commercial companies get more involved
in the expendable launch business, the cost
of these vehicles may decline.

A reduction in the number of shuttle customers would
further complicate the recovery of operations cost. If
the projected number of flights during the 1980s does not
occur, the average price for each flight will increase since
there will be fewer flights among which to prorate the total
operating costs. Figure 13 shows NASA's projected price
increase for each flight if the 572 flights do not occur.

Projected flight rate--NASA's projection
of the number of flights after the shuttle
reaches full operation shows an increase
in the average yearly flight rate of 15
flights (43 percent) over the rate experi-
enced during the past 10 years as follows.

Experienced Flight Rate Versus
Projected Flight Rate (note a)

Average yearly flight rate Yearly
Expendables Full shuttle increase or

Category of user last 10 years operations decrease (-)

NASA 10 25 15

Other Government
agencies 2 3 1

Commercial 2 6 4

Foreign 4 6 2

DOD 17 10 -7

Total yearly
flight rate 35 50 15

a/In calculating the projected average yearly
flight rate, we used NASA's most recent projection
excluding reflights necessitated for aborts.
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The increase in NASA's flight rate results
primarily from projected spacelab usage (see
ch. 7) and also considers expected growth
in communication, meteorology, Earth resources,
and oceanographic satellite programs. However,
such increases cannot be taken for granted.
NASA's increase would require an increase in
funding levels for space technology/payload-
oriented programs. In addition, any new major
development programs, such as a follow-on reusable
shuttle or a space station, could not be done
without increased appropriations. This view
is also held by NASA as reported to the Office
of Management and Budget in October 1976 and
the Congressional Budget Office in January
1977. Other Government agencies may also need
increased funding to achieve the payload pro-
grams NASA projected.

NASA considers the increase in other Government
agency flights reasonable because it extends
NASA-developed technology and operational
feasibility demonstrations in the areas of
meteorology, Earth resources, and ocean-
ography. However, we interviewed personnel
in seven Government agencies and found that
only one agency planned to use the space shuttle
on a cost-reimbursement basis, and it does
not plan to increase the number of satellites
launched each year.

The increase in commercial flights is expected
from traffic growth in the area of commercial
communications satellites. NASA did not
provide information to enable us to fully
determine the basis for this projection.
COMSAT officials, for example, told us that
their current launch programs will be completed
by 1982 and an average of one satellite a year
is expected thereafter.

The projected increase in foreign govern-
ment flights is doubtful. NASA did not
obtain formal input fr,, foreign govern-
ments. Since other governments are devel-
oping their own launch vehicles, will they
continue to use U.S. vehicles regardless
of the economic advantages? One exception
might be spacelab.
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DOD, the major user of space during the past
10 years, has evaluated its requirements and
is projecting a decrease of seven flights a
year.

At ash two other provisions of NASA's proposed
policy--s '' flights and the exceptional selection pro-
cesc may more difficult to recover operating costs.

Shac3d f) -

NASA's oasic space shuttle flight cpst exceeds
the cost of hc, .1ost frequently used expendable launch
vehicle--the Delta. In addition to the basic $16.1
million to $18 million (1975 dollars) per-flight cost,
commercial and foreign users must pay a use charge of
at least $2.9 million (1975 dollars) per flight for
depreciation of facilities, support equipment, orbiter
inventory and reflight insurance. This brings the total
charge to $19 million to $20.9 million (1975 dollars)
a flight, compared to $13 million and $23 million
(1975 dollars) for the Delta and Atlas/Centaur expendable
launch vehicles, respectively. Adding extra services,
such as an expendable upper stage or longer flight dura-
tion, will further increase shuttle per-flight costs
over expendable vehicle costs since these extra services
are included in the basic price of expendables.

Therefore NASA's user charge policy provides for
flight sharing so that the total flight cost can oe divided
among two or more users. The policy guarantees a user
a shared-flight price even though his payload may be
the only one on the flight. In other words, NASA has
assumed the risk of finding another user(s) to share
the flight. Scheduling and other difficulties in sharing
flights magnify this risk. If another user cannot be
found, the payload will be launched by itself and NASA
will absorb the loss. Normally, when two or more users
share a flight, the total price recovered will
exceed the average flight cost because under flight
sharing, NASA will receive the full price of a flight
when 75 percent of the capacity is used. NASA officials
believe that these excesses will, over the long run,
compensate for the losses.

NASA's shared-flight cost computation could
discourage users from taking advantage of the shuttle's
increased weight and volume capability. Since the
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computation is based on the greater of payload length or
weight, compared to the shuttle's capability, the
more compact and lighter a payload is, the less a user
will pay. Then, a potential user could continue
to build light, compact satellites consistent with
the state of the art rather than the heavier, bulkier
types that NASA projected in its economic justification
for STS would result in large savings in payload
costs. (See pp. 58 and 59.)

Exceptional selection process

Another user chdrge policy provision gives certain
users "with a program of great value to the U.S. public"
a reduced flight price. This provision could result
in NASA's absorbing part of the flight costs. NASA has
complete control over deciding what constitutes a
program of great value to the U.S. public but, as
of December 1976, had not established selection criteria.

REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTING

NASA has not established accounting procedures for
shuttle operations costs and reimbursements. However,
material NASA provided to the Office of Management and
Budget, to congressional committees, and to us indicates
NASA plans to use part of the receipts from reimbursements
to reduce its pro-rata share of the shuttle's operations
cost. (See fig. 14.) This practice, which is inconsisten
with the procedure established by the Office of Management
and Budget that collections go into the general fund of
the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts (Circular No. A-25),
may result in the loss of congressional control over a por-
tion of NASA's budget.

NASA officials told us that they had placed their
priority on establishing the preliminary user charge policy
and had not yet established the necessary implementing ac-
counting policies and procedures. Accounting procedures
should, in our opinion, be considered during the development
of the user charge policy to assure control over the re-
sources needed for shuttle operations.
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CONCLUSIONS

Sufficient information is not available to establish
or evaluate user charge policies for STS. The policy
should be evaluated on the basis of its merit in equitably
distributing all costs to users. As of December 1976,
NASA's operating costs and the proposed user charge policy
were preliminary and were applicable only to a portion of
STS. Neither cost estimates nor policies had heen
proposed for optional space shuttle services or other STS
elements, such as upper stages and ihe spacolab.

The principles underlying NASA's policies raise
serious questions as to whether total operations cost will
ever be recovered. Additionally, NASA has not established
accounting procedures for shuttle operations cost and
reimbursements,

RECOMMENDATION TO THE NiASA ADMINISTRATOR

We recommend that the NASA Administrator delay
implementing a user charge policy until costs and policies
for all elements of STS have been formulated.

AGENCY COMMENTS

NASA believes an STS pricing policy is required now
to facilitate contracting with planned users. DOD be-
lieves a policy is needed aow te allow timely budgeting
for the cost of shuttle launches, In our opinion, how-
ever, NASA should not lock itself into a fixed price for
the first 3 years of shuttle operation. NASA is using
estimated aerage costs rather than actual costs to
establish a dedicated flight price. Since NASA expects
to recover the early-year deficits during later operating
years, users might be unwilling to use the shuttle because
of price increases later on.
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CHAPTER 7

SHOULD PRODUCTION BE INITIATED?

NASA's fiscal year 1978 budget proposal contains
$141.7 million to initiate refurbishment of the development
orbiters and production of three additional orbiters in prep-
aration for a full-scale operational STS. This chapter ex-
amines the major issues which the Congress should consider in
deciding whether to initiate the production program at this
time. No attempt is made to draw a conclusion on the more
basic issue of how many orbiters are needed to support
the space transportation requirements of the Nation through
the 1980s, although the reasonableness of NASA's proposed
five orbiter fleet is considered since it relates to the
decision to initiate production during fiscal year 1978.

In our opinion, the primary issues which should be con-
sidered in deciding whether to initiate or delay production
of three orbiters are:

-- Space transportation requirements for the 1980s.

-- Economic implications.

-- National security and international prestige
implications.

SPACE TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS

The decision to initiate orbiter production is largely
dependent on the expected level of future space flight ac-
tivity. Based on the shuttle's performance goals and NASA's
mission duLdLion assum.ptions, the two orbiters obtained from
the development program will provide more than enough capac-
ity to handle the number of payloads flown during the past
10 years. / The need for additional orbiters therefore de-
pends on whether space activity increases beyond the capabil-
ity of these two orbiters during 1980 to 1992. The Office
of Management and udget Circular A-109 states that before
initiating production of a major system, an agency should
make sure that the system fulfills a miseion need.

NASA's five-orbiter fleet is based on the assumption
that the number of payloads will more than double during

1/NASA points out that with two launch sites, the develop-
ment orbiters could only come close to handling the
specific payloads flown over the last 10 years.
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the 1980s (from approximately 40 payloads a year to over 90 ayear). NASA officials believe the five orbiters, which areexpected to meet this requirement even with 31 aborted mis-sions and the loss of one orbiter, will provide an assuredlaunch capability for all users and will allow most expend-able launch vehicles to be phased out. DOD officials, basedon NASA projections of STS traffic in the future, supportthe view that a five-orbiter fleet is required and believe
the STS program should proceed as now planned by NASA.

The extent to which space flight activity will increase
is largely dependent on the willingness of the Congress tofund new space projects and applications because approximately80 percent of the projected payloads will be Government fi-nanced. In our opinion, the congressional decision on the de-sirability of increased space flight activity should be basedon (1) the merit or justification of proposed space programsand (2) the likelihood of STS reducing space operations cost.

NASA personnel believe and have prepared a study whichshows that a five-orbiter fleet is the most economical ap-proach, assuming that a minimum of 300 flights are flownduring 1980 to 1991. We have not had an opportunity toevaluate this study in detail; however, we believe it is noteconomical to buy unneeded capacity. In our view the deci-sion to proceed with or delay production should consider
future space transportation requirements.

Projected sace applications

At the present time, no explicit formulation of nationalobjectives in space has been made. NASA's payload projec-tions represent possible activities and most of the specificpayloads and programs to be flown have not been identified.
Although NASA personnel acknowledge that their proj~Etionsof payload requirements ae uncertain, they believe they havemade a reasonable assessment of shuttle traffic requirements.They stated that this traffic level was substantiated by com-piling inputs on generic payloads from within NASA's own pay-load development organizations; ther civil users, includingU.S. Government, commercial, and foreign users; and the DOD.(See pp. 49, 51, and 52.)

We recognize the difficulty in accurately projectingspecific requirements as much as 10 years in advance andacknowledge that NASA's projections could eentually material-ize. However, in our opinion, spending large sums of moneyto purchase a space transportation capability greater thanknown needs should be based on more evidence than is presently
available. A projection should be available showing not only
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the number of flights anticipated but also the individual
payloads together with the specific justifications.

Reduced costs of space operations

A primary objective of STS is to reduce the cost of
space operations. To the extent that it does, the number of
payloads may increase because commercial, foreign, and U.S.
Government users may be encouraged to use the savings to in-
crease space research and exploration. The Congress may also
be more inclined to fund the increased number of payloads if
an increase in the overall level of spending on space science
is not required. On the other hand, increased cost of opera-
tions may be met with less enthusiasm by the Congress, Gov-
ernment agencies, and non-Government users.

Reductions in operating costs are expected from trans-
portation and payload savings. However, there is concern
that STS may not reduce the cost of space operations, at
least not to the extent projected in NASA's economic justi-
fication. For example, several studies indicate that DOD's
cost of acquisition and operations of an STS capability would
be greater than continued use of expendable vehicles for the
1980 to 1991 period. As previously stated, NASA projects it
will require a moderately increasing budget in order to fund
its payloads projected for the 1980 to 1991 period.

NASA's position that the recurring transportation cost
of STS will be less than expendable vehicles is difficult to
substantiate because of numerous assumptions--such as the
shuttle's reusability, high usage, and flight sharing capa-
bility--used to calculate the savings. As shown on pages
45 to 48, the recurring cost of STS will be higher than some
expendable launch v hicles and there is reason to believe
STS costs would increase. The recurring costs of STS cannot
be determined with any degree of certainty without some oper-
ating experience.

Payload savings, which account for the bulk of savings
in NASA's economic analyses of 1971 and 1973, are expected
because the shuttle's capability to return heavier, bulkier
payloads woLld allow cost saving techniques, such as modular
design, less sophisticated components, and more rugged hard-
ware. Payload refurbishment and reuse accounted for 75 per-
cent of the ajvings, but evidence indicates that extensive
use of these techniques is unlikely during the 1980s.

Although NASA and DOD, the major users, plan some re-
covery and reuse, Battelle surveyed potential non-Government
users and founid they do not believe these techniques will be
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widely used during this period. These users believed thedemonstrated reliability of current satellites is quite sat-
isfactory and the return of a 7- or 10-year-old satellite
having antiquated technology would not be particularly
useful. In addition, many satellites, such as those in
geostationary orbits, cannot be reached by the orbiter, and
its limited ability to maneuver in space may not allow satel-
lites to be routinely and economically recovered.

The ability to transport heavier, bulkier payloads maynot reduce operations costs. In 1973 the Federation ofAmerican Scientists stated that, while savings are possible,
low-cost design is inconsistent with the trend in the Ameri-
can aerospace industry which emphasized high reliability,
microminiaturization, and ruggedness. The Battelle surveyfound little indication that the shuttle's payload capacity
is having any "serious impact on satellite design or planning."
Furthermore, NASA's proposed user charge policy for flight
sharing may encourage the continued design of compact, light-weight satellites because NAbA bases charges on weight or
length, whichever is greater.

ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

Another important consideration in the decision to ini-
tiate or delay production concerns the cost of each alterna-
tive. Unfortunately there is no way to predict with abso-lute assurance which approach will be the cheaper. Our re-views of major acquisitions have shown that it is generally
less expensive to delay production until there is adequate
assurance that a system will fulfill its intended role and
perform effectively in its intended environment. As a result,
the General Accounting Office, the Commission on Government
Procurement, and the Office of Management and Budget have
taken the position that the production of a major acquisition
should be elayed until system performance has been satis-
factorily sted and evaluated unoer expected operational
conditions. The Office of Management and Budget position is
set forth in Circular A-109, dated April 5, 1976.

NASA has not yet completed testing of all the spaceshuttle elements in their expected operational environment
becaLuse (1) major hardware is just becoming available for
testing and (2) cost and schedule constraints have resulted
in the deletion, reduction in scope, or postponement of many
development tests until the flight-test program or later.
The flight-test program, scheduled to begin in Macch 1979,will be the first opportunity to test STS in an actual opera-
tional environment. Thus a decision to proceed with produc-
tion prior to the flight-test program would be made without
assurance that STS will perform effectively.
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NASA has taken the position that Circular A-109, which
advocates a "fly-before-buy" concept, does not apply to STS
because the shuttle program is a single integrated entity,
not a typical production program preceded by a research and
development phase. Additionally, NASA points out that pro-
duction has been initiated on all previous manned space ve-
hicles before the first flight and the approach has been suc-
cessful and cost effective. However, the space shuttle is
being developed under a different management philosophy. In
order of priority, cost has become one of the most important
management concerns and as a result, test programs have been
curtailed. Previous NASA programs contained more extensive
and timely testing, and other management factors, including
mission accomplishment, had priority over cost.

Although the Office of Management and Budget has in-
cluded some money for production in the President's fiscal
year 1978 budget, its circular is specifically applicable to
"one-of-a-kind" space programs, with exceptions allowed when
the fly-before-buy concept is physically or financially im-
practical. Regardless of whether Circular A-109 is appli-
cable, the space shuttle does have two procurement phases--
development and production. Any major technical problems
encountered after production will increase the cost of the
program because all five orbiters may require modification.

To aid in the congressional decision process, NASA per-
sonnel have estimated the potential cost of 3-year delay,
assuming that (1) no major technical problems are eventually
identified, (2) STS recurring transportation costs will be
less than expendable launch vehicles, and (3) the payload
cost saving techniques--such as recovery and reuse--will be
extensively used during the early 1980s. NASA's estimates
show hat under these circumstances the additional cost would
be $; billion to $5.6 billion (1978 dollars) primarily com-
posed of

-- $0.2 billion for development,

-- $0.2 billion for production of the three production
orbiters,

-- $2.6 billion to $3.6 billion for space transportation
operations, and

-- $0.8 billion to $1.3 billion for payloads.

Although we agree that some increased cost would be en-
countered if all of NASA's assumptions are valid, we believe
it would not be as high as $4 billion to $5.6 billion (1978
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dollars). For example, the $5.6 billion (1978 dollars) isbased on the currently planned production cycle of 60 months.We believe it is reasonable to assume the more economical 48-month production program would be followed if production isdelayed. This would reduce the potential cost increase to$4 billion (1978 dollars).

The $2.6 billion (1978 dollars) operations cost penalty,
which results from the use of more expendable vehicles than
with five orbiters, includes over $1 billion (1978 dollars)that will be borne by commercial and foreign users. This
amount would not be a direct cost to the American taxpayer.Furthermore, the cost increase assumes the two developmentorbiters would be underused. Three examples of inefficiency
in NASA's flight profile are as follows:

--Two space shuttle flights, rather than three, would
be flown during the first 6 months of shuttle opera-
tions. The third flight would be replaced by three
expendable launch vehicles. However, one space shut-
tle would be capable of being launched at least once
every month.

--Two expendable vehicles and the space shuttle would
be used to fly three payloads which were previously
planned for one space shuttle flight.

-- No DOD payloads would be flown although there is suf-
Licient capacity to fly some of them.

Significantly more flights could be flown on the twoorbiters than NASA projects, particularly if about $100 mil-lion were invested in additional launch facilities and ex-
ternal tank production facilities.

The $0.8 billion (1978 dollars) increase in payloadcost is projected by NASA because the numerous cost savingstechniques--such as on-orbit servicing, retrieval, and re-furbishment--will not materialize as soon as currentlyestimated. The question as to whether these techniques
will be used and to what extent is discussed on pages 23 to29. If extensive use of these techniques does not material-ize, a production delay will have little if any effect onpayload costs.

Aside from the question of increased cost of a delay,NASA officials believe that it is not reasonable to riskthe Nation's investment, which will amount to about $7.9
billion (1978 dollars) through completion of the develop-ment orbiters, when only an additional $1.8 billion (1978
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dollars) is needed for the remaining three orbiters and
facilities. They believe a delay would risk the investment
because users would not change over to the space shuttle
without the assurance that five orbiters would be available
to provide reliable transportation. They consider the
$1.8 billion a prudent investment under these circumstances.

We believe this rationale should not influence the
decision to delay or initiate production. A delay should
not affect the investment one way or the other. NASA will
be the major user of the space shuttle and is planning to
shift its paylcads to the space shuttle. Further, NASA and
DOD planned to maintain expendable launch vehicles during the
transition years, and all users are being encouraged to de-
sign payloads to be interchangeable between the shuttle and
expendables. Additionally, the investment required for pro-
duction orbiters and facilities is greater than the $1.8 bil-
lion (1978 dollars). The $1.8 billion (1978 dollars) equates
to $2.2 billion in real year dollars and increases to
$3.4 billion when Vandenberg Air Force Base facilities are
considered. Furthermore, most of the estimated $42 billion
(1978 dollars) for payloads and $18 billion (1978 dollars)
for operations must be funded by the Congress.

NATIONAL SECURITY AND INTERNATIONAL PRESTIGE

NASA officials believe five orbiters are required to
(1) assure a launch capability for national defense purposes
and (2) establish 3 future space capability for an extended
period so this Nation can maintain its leadership in space
technology. NASA officials state that with STS the Nation
can gain significant scientific and national defense benefits,
as well as important international prestige, by greatly ex-
panding its exploitation of space. We believe that these
considerations do not significantly affect the decision to
initiate or delay orbiter procurement during fiscal year 1978.

Although DOD plans to use the space shuttle as its pri-
mary launch vehicle during the 1980s, NASA officials believe
that DOD will not commit itself to the shuttle until suffi-
cient capacity exists to assure a launch capability. DOD
must be assured that the shuttle is a workable system before
national security programs will depend on the shuttle for
space transportation. However, for certain programs, DOD
plans to maintain expendable launch vehicles as a backup
system even after its payloads are shifted to the space
shuttle. Therefore a production delay would not risk na-
tional security since some form of space transportation
would be available.
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According to NASA, the manned reusable shuttle and its
associated technology will permit the Nation to gain signif-
icant and important international prestige by greatly ex-
pandi; the exploitation of space. At present, however,
NASA'~. emphasis is on developing and acquiring shuttle hard-
ware. Research and development resources will be shifted to
science and applications research after the shuttle becomes
operational. If orbiter production is elayed, resources
could be applied to science and applications earlier, so the
United States may gain international prestige by productively
utilizing the space shuttle as soon as possible and not fall
behind in space technology.

CONCLUSIONS

The decision to proceed with or delay production of the
three orbiters is complex with little assurance that either
option selected will ultimately prove to be the best deci-
sion. NASA officials believe the best approach is to proceed
with production at this time. There is little doubt that
production should proceed if no technical problems are en-
countered, space activity increases twofold as predicted,
and operations costs are significantly reduced over expend-
able vehicles. Under these conditions, a delay in produc-
tion would increase costs, although not to the extent pro-
jected by NASA.

On the other hand, there are no assurances that tech-
nical problems will not be encountered, that space activity
will increase twofold, or that STS will significantly re-
duce the cost of space operations. Information presented
in preceding sections of this report suggests that these
three prerequisites for proceeding with production may not
be met. Additionally, the most cost-effective approach is
usually to delay production until there is adequate assur-
ance that the system will accomplish its objectives.

The issue for congressional decision is whether a delay
in production and thus a delay in achieving a more extensive
manned program than two flights a month would adversely
affect national prestige. If so, the Congress may wish to
proceed with the production of the remaining three orbiters,
However, there is another alternative which might offer
some advantages over either delaying or proceeding with
ful'-scale production. Production of the third orbiter
could be initiated and the remaining two delayed until
there are more adequate assurances regarding technical
problems, space flight activity, and the cost of operations.
This approach might:
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-- Minimize the amount of cost growth in the event
of technical problems because only one additional
orbiter would have to be modified.

-- Minimize the amount of increased cost by delaying
production if there are no technical problems be-
cause only two orbiters wculd remain to be produced.

--Allow at least three manned space flights each
month which would enable the Nation to expand its
exploitation of space and take advantage of opera-
tions cost savings if they materialize. At the same
time, sufficient orbiters would be available to pro-
vide for the contingency of attrition.

-- Provide for considerable international prestige since
a fairly extensive manned system would be operational.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS

Until there is sufficient confidence in the shuttle
development program and more information is available on STS
operations cost and plans for future space activity, the
Congress should assess the advantages and disadvantages of

--initiating the production of a third orbiter and

-- delaying funding of the remaining two orbiters.
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NASA
SDa(': Adnllrllsatral 

Wahlnqll.l [D (;

APR 6 1977
' t!,! : t ! ! iii " I r I. , 

Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General of the

United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

I appieciate the opportunity to comment on the GAO's report
on the National Space Transportation System-(Space Shuttle).We have worked closely with your staff over the past months,and while most of our comments and positions have been
incorporated in the report, I find myself in disagreementon matters of basic judgment. If the report is to bepublished in its present form, I request that this letterbe included immediately after the Digest.

This report focuses on a recommendation that the Congress
consider "the advantages and disadvantages" of deferringprocurement of two or three of the five orbiters requiredfor the National Space Transportation System. The report
cites three prerequisites for proceeding: technical status,increase in space activity, and cost effectiveness. Iteither explicitly or implicitly states that none of thethree are met, in effect, suggesting a decision to delay.In my judgment, all three rerequisites are in hand. anddelay should not be considered.

The Shuttle has encountered the normal technical problemsof a complex prograr. It has not encountered any undulydifficult problems, and I seriously question a judgment that"there are no assurances that technical problems will notbe encountered" as a basis for delay. In my judgment, therewill be technical problems--and they will be resolved, asthey have been in all our prior programs. NASA's experiencein tour previous successful rman-d spacecraft programshas clearly demonstrated sound technical judgments inproceeding with foliow-on procurements substantially inadvance of the point that a system could be considered"proven."
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The report's second prerequisite for proceeding is that space
activity increase "two-fold." The Shuttle system itself is
designed to facilitate an increase, which will be a natural
evolution of increased use to meet DOD needs, for science,
and for commercial applications. Our studies clearly show
that a five orbiter fleet is the most cost effective means
of carrying out space programs at activity levels ranging
from an average of 25 to 60 Shuttle missions per year.
Twenty-five Shuttle flights are the approximate equivalent
of last year's national expendable launch rate of 39 payloads.
"Waiting" for the Shuttle could become an impediment rather
than a spur to progress.

The third prerequisite cited is that STS significantly reduce
operations costs. Cost effectiveness was a central feature
in the initial approval for the Shuttle, and remains so.
On a payload cost basis, the Shuttle is the most economical
Space Transportation System. Delay would only increase costs
and tend to make the report a self-fulfilling prophecy. The
surest wa.y to make the Shuttle truly cost effective is to
proceed without delay to realize the advantages it offers.

As further support for argument to delay, the report cites
GAO experience with major acquisitions that "usuall.y the
most cost effective approach would be to delay production
until there is adequate assurance that STS will accomplish
its objective." Such delay is, perhaps, cost effective where
a program involves a few research vehicles followed by long
production runs. In the case of the Shuttle, the two initial
vehicles represent 80% of the cost of the program and 40%
of the total number of vehicles. There are only three
additional vehicles whose costs are only 20% of the NASA
program. If tney are procured while tooling and assembly
lines are in place, they unquestionably can be procured at
far less cost than would be incurred by delay. Our estimates
of total additional costs to the taxpayer, including those
attributabl? to facto.s such as failure to realize sadvings
by discarding costly ependable launch vehicles, are on the
order of 3 to 4.5 billion dollars for a three-year delay.
An additional cost penalty in excess of one billion dollars
will be borne by non-government users.
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As I have discussed, I find that I am in fundamental dis-
agreement with the judgments in the report. The prerequisites
for proceeding, as identified in the report, are well in hand
and I recommend proceeding without delay. It is my considered
judgment that the national interest will be best served by
committing now to the procurement of a five-orbiter fleet,
and that thn eventual size of the national space program
and the individual budgets of the several user agencies will
in no way be predetermined by this decision. A five-orbiter
fleet provides a cost effective launch posture even at the
levels of space.activity of last year; it also provides
the additional capability to support future national
aspirations in space.

Sincerely,

ames C. Fletcher
/dministrator

/
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DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
WASHINGTON. C 2001

30 MAR 1977

Mr. R. W. Gutmann, Director
Procurement and Systems Acquisition Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Gutmann:

This is in response to your letter to the Secretary of Defense
dated February 17, 1977 requesting comments on your report
"Space Transportation System: Past, Present, Future," Code
952139. (OSD Case #4553)

The Department of Defense does not agree with the main thrust
of this General Accounting Office report

[Sec GAO note 1, p. 73.1

and that the need for additional orbiters has not been
determined. The DOD be'ieves that the STS program should pro-
ceed into the operational phase at a reasonable pace as now
planned by NASA. The DOD also supports the view that a five
orbiter fleet is required to meet national needs based on NASA
projections of STS traffic in the future.

[See GAb note 1, p. 73.1

The DOD program to use the STS to launch all of our military
payloads is carefully keyed to the STS development program mile-
stones and progress. Our planning to make early effective use
of the STS is consistent with technical, schedule, and cost
constraints and is predicated on the availability of an adequate
orbiter fleet.

[See GAO note 1, p. 73.1
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ISee GAO note 1, p. 73.1

On page vi, the report recommends that a uer charge policy not
be formalized at this time

(See GAO note i, p. 73.1
The DoD elieves that definition f a user charge policy is
necessary at this time to allow programs to budget for their
space launches in a timely manner. Further, the user charge
must establish a firm reasonable price during the early years
of Shuttle operation in order to encourage user programs to
move from launch on current boosters to the Shuttle. Attempting
to recover all costs during each of the first few years of
Shuttle operation would certainly increase early-year user costs
and discourage Shuttle use.

Detailed comments pertaining to various chapters in the report
are attached.

Sincerely,

f~v R. N. Parker
Acting Director

Attachment
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Detailed Comments on GAO Report, "Space Transportation Sy.tem:

Past, Present, Future," Code 952139

Page ii, Line 4 - The increased VAFB facilities funding is based on

potential program changes not yet baselined or programmed. 'his should

be removed or revised to match the present program baseline.

VAFB "FACILITIES"

Page 6, Lin.e 17 - The - rent DOD real-year dollar estimate for VAFB

"facilities" is $849M through FY 1983. This is the program baseline today,

which does not include a second launch pad or deep-water harbor at the

Vandenberg coastline. USAF assumes that the term "facilities" used by GAO

includes military construction, equipment, and activation costs.

Page 6_ Line 18 - IUS Development - The GAO figures ppear to include

certain development tasks, : .. development of auxiliary support equip-

ment relating to JUS, more appropriately included in total program funding.

Page 28, Line 17 All orbits required for DOD missions can be reached

by the STS program.

Page 32, Line 9 - However, DOD has a number of new studies now in work

regarding exploitation of the STS capabilities. New payload programs are

planning now to take advantage of t increased weight end payload made

possible by the Shuttle.

The need to add increased survivability capabilities to satellites

alone will require significant weighL increases. The increased surviva-

bility of space systems has been identified as an important new requirement.
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[See GAO note 1, p. 73.]

Page 40, Line 17 - All DO satellites launched on the Shuttle from KSC

will require an upper stage o achieve final orbital altitude. While it is

true that the IUS launched on the Shuttle from KSC can deliver 4000 lbs. of

payload to a 900 nautical mile polar orbit without unacceptable overflight

of populated areas, t!s may be an inefficient way to use the Shuttle.

Shuttle launch and landing facilities are required at Vandenberg Air Force

Base to launch havy, high priority DOE payloads and NASA Spacelabs. These

heavy payloads cannot be launched from KSC into polar orbits without

unacceptable land overflight. Even with the IUS the Shuttle simply does

no have the capability. Once Van nberg is in operation it will be more

etficiett to conduct all polar launches from Vandenberg. For polar payloads

from Vandenberg requiring higher altitudes than the Shuttle provides, a

small perigee kick stage or spinning solid stage can be used and the pay-

kadsflownon a space available basis as secondary payloads.

(See GAO note 1, p. 73.1

Page 65, Line 33 - The latest DOD projections for miJitary space missions

take into account the continuously itm, oving mean mission duration available

as DOD satellite reliability improves. The existing DOD Space MisL a Model

was largely based on expendable launch vehicle performance only, but draft
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revisions are now beginning to reflect new programs compatible with STS

launches. The transition of some older programs to STS is already firmly

funded (i.e., DSCS III) for certain payload programs, and new payload

programs will be added.

Page 70, Line 2 - DOD considers sufficient eviuence is available to

establish user charge agreements for the STS program.

[See GAO note 1, p. 73.]

Page 79. Line 18 - Some flights planned from Vakudenberg AFB could be

performed from Kennedy Space Center, but not all. Certainly, the large,

heavy payloads flown to low altitudes from VAFB cannot be accomplished by

the Snuttle/IUS combination from Kennedy (KSC).

[See GAO note 1, p. 73.I

Page 82, Line 20 - DOD doe; not agree with the GAO recommendations. A

joint-agency study completed late in 1976 reconfirmed the STS program base-

line. This study, performed at the request of the Office of Management and

Budget (OMB) completely concurred with the following results:
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a. Five orbiters are needed to meet national fleet requirements.

b. Production funds for orbiters three, four and five should be

included in the NASA FY 1978 President's Budget Submittal.

c. The L;ASA-developed Space Shuttle and DOD-developed Interim Upper

Stage offer significant performance increases over existing space boosters.

DOD projections of the OMB study data show it is no more expensive for

DOD to transition to the STS and close down expendable launch vehicle

operations than it would be to remain on expendable launch vehicles nd be

forced to accept the limited space capabilities they provide.

GAO notes:
1. The deleted comments relate to matters which were

discussed in the draft report but omitted from this
final report.

2. Page number references in this appendix may not cor-
respond to pages of this report.
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PREVIOUS GAO

SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM REPORTS

June 2, 1972 Cost Benefit Analysis Used in Support of

the Space Shuttle Program B-173677

June 1, 1973 Analysis of Cost Estimates for the Shuttle

and Two Alternate Programs B-173677

June 1974 Space Transportation System Staff Study

February 1975 Space Transportation System Staff Study

April 21, 1976 Status and Issues Relating to the Space

Transportation System PSAD-76-73
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE FOR
ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Tenure of office
From To

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

ADMINISTRATOR:
Alan M. Lovelace (acting) May 1977 PresentJames C. Fletcher Apr. 1971 May 1977George M. Low (acting) Sept. 1970 Apr. 1971Thomas O. Paine Apr. 1969 Sept. 1970

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE:
Harold Brown Jan. 1977 PresentDonald H. Rumsfeld Nov. 1975 Jan. 1977James R. Schlesinger June 1973 Nov. 1975William P. Clements (acting) May 1973 June 1973Elliot L. Richardson Jan. 1973 Apr. 1973Melvin R. Laird Jan. 1969 Jan. 1973

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE:
John C. Stetson Apr. 1977 PresentThomas C. Reed Jan. 1976 Apr. 1977James W. Plummer (acting) Nov. 1975 Dec. 1975John L. McLucas July 1973 Nov. 1975John L. McLucas (acting) May 1973 July 1973Dr. Robert C. Seamans, Jr. Feb. 1969 May 1973
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